
IONIQ 5



Heralding a new era of mobility that is full of firsts: Experience the IONIQ 5—a world where anything is possible.

Prestige Full Option (Gravity Gold Matte)

Welcome on board. IONIQ 5



Exterior
The application of the Parametric Pixel, the IONIQ 5’s signature design element, resulted in an original design.

* The Parametric Pixel, a design element unique to the IONIQ 5, is a visualization of the pixel, the smallest unit that comprises a digital image. It embodies the convergence of generations through a blending of the analog and the digital.

Prestige Full Option (Digital Teal-Green Pearl)



LED rear combination lampsFull LED headlamps (projection type)



Prestige Full Option (Dark Pebble Gray)

Space
The IONIQ 5’s lounge-like interior offers passengers an innovative space that eliminates the boundary that 
divides daily life with our need for transportation.

* The screen layout/design of the infotainment system may change with the regular updates.



The indoor design, which includes a flat floor and a universal island, offers a 
variety of space options tailored to the passenger’s needs.

01 02 03

01

The universal island can be moved back by up to 140mm, 
allowing passengers in the second row to access it.

Universal Island

02

Both front seats are relaxation comfort seats that offer 
passengers a restful in-vehicle experience.

Relaxation comfort seat (leg rest included)

03

Front seats and second-row seats are power-adjustable 
(they can move forward and backward), allowing 
passengers to use the vehicle’s interior space 
however they wish.

Electric sliding seats



Sustainability
Eco-friendly materials and techniques have been applied throughout all indoor spaces to ensure sustainability.

Eco-friendly fabric
The magnetic fabric pads, headliner, floor carpet, and floor mats are 
made with eco-friendly textiles manufactured with sugarcane extract. 
The seats and door trim are covered with material woven from 
fibers made out of recyclable transparent PET bottles.

Eco-processed leather
The leather used for the seats was processed in an eco-friendly manner 
through the use of flaxseed oil extract.

BIO paint
The dashboard, switches, steering wheel and door panels are coated in a 
special BIO paint made with rapeseed flowers and corn extracts.



Prestige Full Option (Dark Pebble Gray, Vision roof option applied)



Advanced technology
The digital side mirror and integrated displays offer enhanced readability and convenience.

Digital side mirror (camera and OLED monitor)
The digital side mirror replaces the traditional door mirror with a camera and OLED monitor for better visibility and improved safety.



Remote Smart Parking Assist
The driver can use the smart key, while outside of the vehicle, to move the vehicle into or out of a parking space.

Augmented Reality Head-Up Display (AR HUD)
The head-up display shows data that is necessary while driving in an augmented reality (AR) format 
to maximize the driver’s convenience.

12.3-inch color LCD cluster / 12.3-inch navigation system
The seamless color LCD instrument cluster and navigation system provide an enjoyable driving 
environment thanks to a wide-open feel.
* The screen layout/design of the infotainment system may change with the regular updates.



V2L (Vehicle to Load)
The V2L function, which can be used to charge electric devices, gives the user a new level of comfort.

Prestige Full Option (Dark Pebble Gray)

* Indoor V2L is an optional specification of H Genuine Accessories.

The indoor V2L feature (located under 
the middle second-row seats) enables 
the unrestricted use of electronic 
devices inside the vehicle.

Indoor V2L



Maximum amount of usable electricity

3.6kW

IONIQ 5: 
A high-capacity supplementary battery.

Electric scooter

Chargeable
350W (consumed electricity)

Portable amp

Directly connectable
560W (consumed electricity)

Beam projector
(for camping)

Directly connectable
140W (consumed electricity)

* Indoor/outdoor V2L can only be used when the battery pack is 20~100% charged. The maximum amount of provided/available electricity may vary depending on the electronic device being used.

Passengers can use a wide selection of electronic devices outside 
the vehicle as well as inside through the outdoor V2L function. 
The outdoor V2L function ensures a comfortable experience for 
passengers during outdoor activities in virtually any environment.

Outdoor V2L



Prestige Full Option (Digital Teal-Green Pearl)

Charging
The IONIQ 5 is equipped with the world’s first multi-high-speed charging system (400V / 800V), 
which is compatible with a wide range of charging infrastructures.

* Charging time may vary depending on the power base, facility, optional specifications, and / or outside temperature.



Start Charging Finish

* Only possible when using E-pit infrastructure (app installation required)

How to charge 
an IONIQ 5 ultra-fast 
in 18 minutes

PnC (Plug and Charge)
Authentication and charging start as soon as the charging cable is connected to 
the vehicle. Payment is made automatically after charging is complete.

Electric charging door / pixel indicator / charging indicator lights
The charging door can be opened or closed electrically by pressing a hidden button, or with either the smart key or the Bluelink app.
The amount charged is easily visible even from outside the vehicle through either the pixel indicator (on the charging outlet) or the indicator lights at the front.

Search for the nearest charging station
You can search for information on 
charging stations near your current 
location from the comfort of the vehicle.

Start ultra-fast charging /
VESS charging sound notification
Charging will start with a sound notification.

Relax while the car is charging
Your vehicle will finish charging before 
you are done enjoying the relaxation 
comfort seats.

Ultra-fast charging complete
After the battery is charged from 10% 
to 80% in under 18 minutes, set out for 
your destination! 
(350kW / for a battery at room temperature)



Performance
The E-GMP platform lowers the vehicle’s center of gravity for increased riding comfort and a dynamic driving experience.

The use of a large-capacity battery pack 
(77.4kWh) makes the IONIQ 5 an electric 
car that can be taken on long-distance 
drives, in addition to shorter urban trips. 
(Long Range 2WD, 19-inch, without built-in cam)

458km

Maximum driving distance for 
one charging

The IONIQ 5’s 239kW output makes it 
fun and dynamic to drive. 
(based on total Long Range AWD capacity)

239kW(325PS)/
605Nm

Max. Power / Max. Torque

E-Lite HTRAC (Digital Teal-Green Pearl)



E-GMP is an electric vehicle-dedicated platform for which all functions have been upgraded, including battery, motor, vehicle body, and chassis structure. 

To guarantee passenger protection and battery safety, extruded aluminum was applied inside the vehicle’s side seal for structural safety.

E-GMP: Next-generation electric vehicle platform (Electric-Global Modular Platform)



Hyundai SmartSense keeps the driver and passengers safe and protected.

Forward Collision-avoidance Assist
If a collision risk is detected by the IONIQ 5 (e.g., when the vehicle in front suddenly slows down or a vehicle, pedestrian, or bicycle suddenly appears in front of 
you), the driver is given a warning. If the risk of collision increases after the warning, the brakes are activated automatically. The brakes are also automatically 
activated in the event of a collision risk with an approaching car when making a left turn, or with a car that is approaching from the right or left at an intersection.

Safety Exit Assist
If a vehicle approaching from the back is detected after the car is parked and 
the passengers are opening doors to get out, a warning is issued. 
The electronic child lock is also activated to ensure that the doors do not open.

Blind-spot Collision-avoidance Assist
If the vehicle detects a collision risk with another car approaching from the back while 
the driver is using the turn signal to change lanes, a warning is issued. If the collision risk 
increases after the warning, the vehicle is shifted to automatic control to avoid a collision.



Highway Driving Assist 2
This system helps to not only maintain a safe distance with the vehicle in front on a 
highway or a regular road by driving at a uniform speed but also to keep the vehicle 
in the center of the lane on a curved road. If you engage the turn signal (while holding 
the steering wheel) in the direction you wish to change lanes in, the vehicle will 
automatically move over (HDA 2 only works above a certain speed).

Navigation-based Smart Cruise Control-Safe/Curve/Access road
This system helps the driver maintain a safe speed based on road conditions 
when driving on a highway or a regular road. It automatically reduces the car’s speed 
just before it enters a reduced-speed zone. After leaving the reduced-speed zone, 
the vehicle is brought back to its designated speed. In a curved section of a road, 
speed is reduced just before entering the curved section. After leaving the curved 
section, the vehicle is brought back to its designated speed. This system also helps 
maintain a safe driving speed at the entry or exit point of a highway.

Lane Following Assist
This system keeps the car in the center of the lane.

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-avoidance Assist
If a collision risk is detected from the right or left while driving in reverse, 
the driver is issued a collision warning. If the collision risk increases after the warning, 
the brakes are activated automatically.



Exterior colors

Exterior
Interior

Phantom Black Pearl 
(MZH)

Cyber Gray Metallic 
(C5G)

Galactic Gray Metallic 
(R3G)

Atlas White 
(SAW)

Lucid Blue Pearl 
(U3P)

Digital Teal-Green 
Pearl (M9U)

Shooting-Star 
Gray Matte 

| Matte color (T5R)

Gravity Gold Matte 
| Matte color (W3T)

Atlas White Matte 
| Matte color (WAM)

Black monotone (NNB) ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Dark Pebble Gray (YGN) ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Dark Teal (VKE) ● ● ● ● - ● ● ● ●

Terra Brown (PNY) ● ● ● ● ● - - ● ●

Color combination chart

Phantom Black Pearl (MZH) Cyber Gray Metallic (C5G) Galactic Gray Metallic (R3G)

Shooting-Star Gray Matte | Matte color (T5R)

Atlas White (SAW)

Gravity Gold Matte | Matte color (W3T)

Lucid Blue Pearl (U3P) Digital Teal-Green Pearl (M9U)

Atlas White Matte | Matte color (WAM)

* Because the above colors are printed on paper, they may look different from the color applied to the vehicle.  * An extra fee will be charged for Shooting-Star Gray Matte(T5R), Gravity Gold Matte(W3T), and Atlas White Matte(WAM).



Dark Teal (VKE) Terra Brown (PNY)

Black monotone (NNB)

Eco-processed synthetic leather seats Eco-processed synthetic leather seats
Eco-processed natural leather seats 
(recycled PET fabric combo)

Eco-processed natural leather seats 
(recycled PET fabric combo)

Eco-processed natural leather seats 
(recycled PET fabric combo)

Eco-processed natural leather seats 
(recycled PET fabric combo)

Dark Pebble Gray (YGN)

This image shows the eco-processed natural leather seats. This image shows the eco-processed natural leather seats.

Interior colors



Exclusive (Atlas White)

Exclusive

LED headlamps (MFR type) / 
LED Daytime Running Lights
Ventilated front seats

LED rear combination lamps
Sliding glove box

Outside mirror (heating / power-folding / power adjustment / 

LED turn signal lamps)

Dual-zone full automatic air conditioning 
(with micro air filter, auto defog system, fine dust sensor, 
air cleaning mode, and after-blow function)

Dial-type Shift By Wire
Outdoor V2L connector

* The specifications in this brochure may vary by model and options included. For detailed specifications, please refer to the price list for the relevant month.

19-inch alloy wheels 20-inch alloy wheels



Prestige (Digital Teal-Green Pearl)

Prestige

Full LED headlamps (projection type) / 
LED Daytime Running Lights
Front relaxation comfort seats (leg rest included)

Garnish hidden lighting
Second row electric sliding seats

Digital side mirror
Memory function (for all seats) / 
Integrated Memory System

Wireless phone charger
Ambient mood lighting

19-inch alloy wheels 20-inch alloy wheels

* The specifications in this brochure may vary by model and options included. For detailed specifications, please refer to the price list for the relevant month.



* The indoor V2L can be used during ignition mode, utility mode, or while using the outdoor V2L.   * The indoor V2L cover’s lock device must be deactivated with the smart key 
when the indoor V2L is being used for the first time.   * The multi tray and indoor table(driver’s/passenger seat)(Aftermarket-exclusive) cannot be used while driving.   
* The car fridge is an Aftermarket exclusive product and can be applied only when indoor V2L is selected.

* All H Genuine Accessories(excluding indoor V2L and LED tailgate lamp) 
can be purchased Hyundai Shop(Shop.Hyundai.com) Hyundai Brand Hall.

H Genuine Accessories are the perfect option for those seeking an entirely new level of customization. 
These parts offer solutions for diverse lifestyles, from convenience features for families to leisure products.

Indoor V2L
LED tailgate lamp

Car refrigerator (indoor V2L only))

Puricare mini air purifier 
(cup holder-style)

Indoor table (passenger seat)

Camping trunk
5-pin slow charging cable
220V portable slow charging cable

Multi tray
Air mat

Indoor table (driver’s seat)

Multi curtain (front/first row/second row)

New car options Aftermarket-exclusive



Unit: mm, Wheel tread measurement 
made using 255/45R20 tires

Dimensions

Maintain a constant speed to drive more efficiently.
■ The fuel economy described above is based on the standard model and may differ during actual driving depending on road conditions, driving technique, cargo load, vehicle maintenance, and outdoor temperature. ■ Some of the images presented here include optional specifications, so their appearance may differ from the car you 
purchase. ■ The specifications, colors, and sources presented here may be modified to improve vehicle exterior and performance. ■ Leather (seats, wrapped parts) is partially mixed with synthetic leather and/or other materials (e.g., fabric). ■ Vehicle colors presented here may differ from actual appearance. ■ Driving range may vary 
depending on the driver’s habits, road conditions, outdoor temperature, and air conditioning settings. ■ A drop in outdoor air temperature (in winter months) may result in a shorter range due to a decrease in battery performance. ■ Hyundai Motor Company is committed to fair trade practices, with the same price and quality of vehicles 
nationwide. ■ For more information about the new technologies and specifications described in this brochure, please refer to a user’s manual. 
The images presented here are intended to inform customers and display the best models and options. The specifications described above vary by option, package, powertrain, and exterior color. For detailed specifications, please refer to the price list for the relevant month.

※ The maximum power of an AWD vehicle is based on the combined output of the front and rear wheels.  ※ All figures satisfy standards designated by the Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy.

Classification
Long Range 

2WD
Long Range 

AWD
Standard 

2WD
Standard 

AWD

Overall Length (mm) 4,635 ← ← ←

Overall Width (mm) 1,890 ← ← ←

Overall Height (mm) 1,605 ← ← ←

Wheel Base (mm) 3,000 ← ← ←

Wheel Tread, Front (mm) 1,638(19″) / 1,628(20″) ← 1,638(19″) ←

Wheel Tread, Rear (mm) 1,647(19″) / 1,637(20″) ← 1,647(19″) ←

Battery type Lithium-ion ← ← ←

Battery capacity (kWh) 77.4 ← 58.0 ←

Max. Power (kW) 168 239 125 173

Max. Torque (Nm) 350 605 350 605

Model Fuel type
Rated voltage of

storage battery (V) /
Capacity (Ah)

Max.Power 
(kW/PS)

Curb 
weight 

(kg)

Tire 
(inch)

Fuel efficiency reported to the government (fuel efficiency) Maximum driving range on a single charge

City (km/kWh) Highway (km/kWh) Combined (km/kWh) City (km) Highway (km) Combined (km)

Long Range 2WD 
(built-in cam not applied)

Electricity 697 / 111.2 168 / 228 1,945 19 5.9 4.5 5.2 509 395 458

Long Range 2WD 
Electricity 697 / 111.2 168 / 228 1,945 19 5.8 4.4 5.1 499 390 450

Electricity 697 / 111.2 168 / 228 1,975 20 5.4 4.2 4.8 460 370 420

Long Range AWD
Electricity 697 / 111.2 239 / 325 2,055 19 5.3 4.2 4.7 463 360 417

Electricity 697 / 111.2 239 / 325 2,085 20 4.9 3.9 4.4 430 335 387

Standard 2WD Electricity 523 / 111.2 125 / 170 1,840 19 5.8 4.5 5.1 374 289 336

Standard AWD Electricity 523 / 111.2 173 / 235 1,950 19 5.4 4.3 4.8 353 278 319

1,628

1,890

1,637

1,
60

5

3,000845 790

4,635

*Provided free of charge for five years for first-time applicants of Bluelink membership after car purchase. Light Service (emergency call, airbag deployment notification, monthly report, traffic data) is provided free of charge for an additional five years.
*Inquiries: Bluelink Kakao Talk Customer Service Center (enter 'Bluelink' in Kakao Talk search screen and add as friend)

The advanced technology of Hyundai’s Bluelink system helps keep both the driver and the vehicle safe in any situation. 
Bluelink is always there to keep you safe, regardless of the location or time of day. Experience the unique joy of safe and comfortable driving.

Remote control
In the extremely hot summer or cold winter months, you can link your 
smartphone to the air conditioner or heater to set and control the 
temperature inside the vehicle. Enjoy a pleasant driving experience 
with Bluelink.

The Bluelink Center works 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. If an airbag 
opens due to an accident, the Center automatically detects your 
location and takes appropriate actions according to the situation, 
such as contacting the police, ambulance, insurance company, etc.

Safety security
Services include real-time trouble detection while the vehicle is 
running and regular vehicle inspections on pre-arranged dates. In 
the event of vehicle trouble, immediate professional consulting is 
available, and you may conveniently make reservations for repair at 
the time and location of your choice.

Vehicle management
This function enables the driver to conveniently search for 
destinations through voice command and suggests optimum routes 
based on an independent analysis of real-time traffic information. 
The driver can search a database of upto- date information to find 
even newly created destinations.

Navigation

How to purchase an electric car
② Apply for subsidy
- Fill out electric car 
 subsidy application for 
 the local government of 
 jurisdiction
- Submit application
- Receive results

③ Get information on 
  home charger
- Consultation available for those who 
 wish to install a charger at home
- Information on one-stop consulting 
 services, connection to 
 Hyundai Motor partner company

④ Car allocation, car release
- Check is made on eligibility for 
 and amount of electric car 
 subsidy (from local government 
 of jurisdiction) by 10 days before 
 car allocation
- Car will be released if there are 
 no outstanding issues

⑤ Apply for payment of subsidy
- Application process for payment (wire transfer) 
 of subsidy to the local government of jurisdiction 
 must be completed within 10 days of the car’s release
- Once subsidy is confirmed to have been 
 wire-transferred to Hyundai Motor, 
 subsidy amount is subtracted from price that 
 needs to be paid by customer

⑥ Install charger
- Home charger will be 
 installed for customers 
 who requested it
- Final check will be done 
 to ensure that the 
 customer is satisfied 
 with the car.

① Sign a car 
  sales contract
- Car contract

IONIQ 5 Warranty information
- Warranty period for separately-insured electric car parts: 
 10 years, 160,000km
 ※ High voltage battery: 10 years, 200,000km
- Related parts: Drive motor, Reducer, High voltage battery, Inverter, 
 ICCU(LDC+OBC), Electric vehicle system control device(VCU)



IONIQ The Unique
Special membership services are available for IONIQ 5 
customers. For further information, please scan the 
QR code on the right.

Service inquiry IONIQ The Unique operations center: 02-6206-9533
Operating time: weekdays, 09:00 to 18:00 (lunch time 12:00-13:00)

Eligibility Individual BLUE members who have purchased an IONIQ 5
※ Does not apply to purchasers of a second-hand vehicle or those who have taken over 
 someone else’s rental/lease contract

How to apply After downloading the myHyundai app, log in to the “IONIQ The Unique” menu to 
apply for the desired service.

Provided service Choose one of the 19 services offered under the following four categories 
(charging, car care, leisure, and life & culture).

Category Program Benefits

Charging

7kW / 11kW home charger 1 home charger (installation fee to be paid by customer along with a separate KEPCO fee)

Charging card Subsidy for charging fee (KRW 300,000)

Charging subscription 
rate system

A monthly subscription product that provides discounts based on contracted 
quantities of charging

Car 
care

Cleaning service 
(in-person visit)

Steam cleaning service provided through in-person visit (home or workplace): 
provided 7 times

Detailing Car detailing service provided by a professional detailer: provided 7 times

PPF protective film
Scratch-proof paint protection film (PPF) application service: 
provided once (total: 6 types, 15 surfaces)

Leisure
Glamping Voucher for one night of outdoor glamping

Wild camping 2 car camping meal kits and 1 set of camping gear

Life & 
culture

WATCHA 2-year WATCHA premium voucher: provided once

WAVVE 1-year WAVVE premium voucher: provided twice

TVING 1-year TVING premium voucher: provided twice

Millie’s Library 2-year Millie’s Library voucher (e-books, audio books, and/or paper books): provided once

Welaaa 2-year Welaaa voucher: provided once

Flower subscription services Subscription for florist-designed bouquets: provided 10 times

Wine subscription services Subscription for sommelier-recommended wine tailored to personal taste: provided 9 times

Coffee subscription services
Subscription for Fritz Coffee, a brand at the forefront of Korean coffee culture (choose one 
of three options: coffee beans (28 times), drip bag (12 times), or cold brew extract (12 times))

Health subscription services
Subscription for individually-tailored nutritional supplements: 
provided 9 times (3 products per time)

Eco-friendly 
subscription services

Subscription for sets of eco-friendly, everyday items: 
provided 6 times (dental care, bathroom, kitchen, outdoor, office, and skincare)

Highway (12 stations)
Eumseong (down-line), Anseong (up-line),
Anseong (down-line),
Hwaseong (down-line), Chilgok (down-line),
Hoengseong (Gangeung), Naelincheon,
Mungyeong (Yangpyeong), Haman (Busan),
Munsan (Suncheon), Gunsan (up-line),
Hampyeongnabi (Muan)

City (16 stations)
Seoul EV Station Gangdong
  Euljiro CENTER1
  Gangseo flagship store
  GENESIS Gangnam
  Dongbu service center
  Nambu service center
  Seoul Station (Hanwha building)
Goyang Hyundai Motor Studio
Yongin GENESIS Suji
Incheon Hyundai outlets Songdo branch
Daejeon National Science Museum
Daegu Seobu Auto Square
  Citizen Stadium
Pohang Nam-gu Office
Jeju Yeongbukro branch
  Seogwipo branch

Seoul
Goyang

Incheon

Anseong (down-line)

Eumseong

Mungyeong

Chilgok

Daegu
Pohang

Munsan

Haman

Jeju

Hampyeongnabi

Naelincheon

Hoengseong

Daejeon

Gunsan

Hwaseong
Yongin Anseong (up-line)

* For further information, please refer to Hyundai Motor’s official website (www.hyundai.com).

Nationwide status of ultra-fast charging station 
infrastructure
28 ultra-fast (350kW) charging stations (as of February 2022)

IONIQ 5 special 
membership services

EV Charging
A tightly-knit, far-reaching charging network with no blind spots makes 
charging easy and convenient for electric vehicle drivers.



IONIQ 5 Hompage

The images used in this brochure are intended to enhance customers’ understanding and are focused on high-end models and optional features.

The features introduced in this brochure may vary from model to model. Please refer to the monthly price table for more detailed features of each model.

Hyundai Motor Company ranked first for the ninth 
consecutive year in 2022 across all segments 
(semi-mid-size, mid-size, full-size, and RVs)

2021 KS-QEI (Korea Standard-Quality Excellence Index)
Ranked first in 12 categories
(all related to: passenger car, SUV, and car repair)

2021 Korea Customer Satisfaction Index (KCSI)
Ranked 1st in the sedan sector for 28 consecutive years
Ranked 1st in the RV sector for 18 consecutive years
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